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THE HARVEY VOLCANIC SUITE, NEW BRUNSWICK. I. INCLUSIONS
OF MAGMA IN OUARTZ PHENOCRYSTS

CHRISTINE PAYETTE AND ROBERT F. MARTIN
Department of Geologica[ Sciences, McGill University, 3450 University Strcet, Montreal, Qaebec H3A 2A7

ABSTRAC"I topaze, suite volcanique de Harvey, Nouveau-
Brunswick, ongonites.

The quartz phenocrysts ofthe quartz-feldspar porphyry
member of the Cherry Hill unit, Harvey volcanic suite, New
Brunswick, contain melt inclusions pr&erved as elass since lNTRoDUcrIoN
the empldcement of this early Carboniferous ignimbritic
sequence. Most of the small- and medium-sized inclusions The Harvey volcanic suite' exposed 55 km south-
were spared of any alteration or devitrification and'yield west of Fredericton, New Brunswick, is a Z)0-m-
a composition representative of tle parent fluorine-rich (up thick ignimbritic sequenc€ of Lower Mississipian age.
to 2t/o), potassic, peraluminous rhyolitic magma (6.590 It is composed of volcanogenic sediments, ash-flow
$zo,,l!.9!oN2o3,7lVoSio).Twotvpesgfmineralsarg and ash-fall tuffs and rhyolite flows collectively
foundintheinclusions:trappedminerals(iquidusphases) referred to as the Harvey Group (Kuan 1970,

tr$f;#tril*:Tlij:ffi%:lfiHi3lfitT3?ifi1i:iyy:.:t:t'**;:t,"t*-naievvorcanic
which is a lluorine- and rare-earth-rich (3.5-7.590 F, 4S-id suite outcrop over a 32-km2 area along the north-
wt.Vo. REE,Y, U, Th) silicate-phosphat apatite-goup ern edge of theCentral Carboniferous basin, at the
mineral, magpetire and a Na-, pi-ricl rassaiiic pyri*.* base of the Fredericton sub-basin (Fig. 1). The Har-
are the common liquidus phases. High concentrations of vey volcanic suite occurs at the same stratigraphic
Al, F, Rb and Th and low concentrations of Ba and Sr in position as the Mount Pleasant rhyolitic centre, site
themeltemphasizethesimilarityof theHarveyrockswith of a W-Mo-Sn porphyry deposit, located on the
topaz (F-rich) rhyolites and ongonites. southeastern tinU of the basin @uitenberg &

Keywords:carboniferous, rhyolite, melt inclusions, brithr McCutcheon l98i'

lile, magnerite, fassartic pyroxene, topa, rhyolites, H# J.trig n1ne1 nrovides information on the nature of

vev vor-anic ioite, Ne*-Brunswick, ongonites.. 
- 

fr1l"fii'iilli*Tl#-r5ffiif ,T*!s$ff
ber of the Cherry Hill unit (Fig. 1; Beaudit et al.

Sotvttr{arns 1980, Payette & Martin 198Q. These inclusions,
preserved as glass, appear to have behaved as small

Les phdnocristaux de quartz du porphyre i quartz et closed systems since Carboniferous times, and may
feldspath de I'unite Cherry Hill, de la suite volcanique de hold the key to the ultimate origin of the rhyolitic
Harvey, Nouveau-Brunswick, contiennent des inclusions magma.
vitreuses conservdes depuis la mise en place de cette suite
d'ignimbrites, au d6but du Carbonif0re. Ces inclusions,
compldtement isol6es, ont 6t6 pr6servdes de toute alt6ra- DESSRIpTI9N oF TI{E SpscfMENs
tion ou d6vitrification, et indiquent un m'Bm& parent de
composition rhyolitique, hyperallmineuse et potassique The porphyry is massive and does not display any(6.590 K,O. 14.970 AI"O,. 7l9o SiO,). riche en fluor
ijusqu'd ivi g. o" tro,ltd d"* typ.. "4. nin6raux dans obvlous ty,tptt". . texture ln nano specrmen'
ces inclusions:'mindraux pi€g€s (sur le liquidus) .t .ioi- However, thin+ection studies clearly define the
raux ndoform€s, qui repr&entent un d6bu1 de d6vitrifica- pyroclastic origin of this unit. Fragmented euhedral
tion dans quelques inclusions. Britholite to subhe&al phenocrysts of quartz (paramorphic
(Ce,Y)3Ca2(Si,P)3O12(OH,F), silicate-phosphate du after p-quartz) and K-feldspar are set in a purplish
groupe de l'apatite riche e,n lluor et en terres rares (3 .5-:7 .5Vo aphanitic matrix that contains flattened glass shards
F, zt8-5090 terres rares, Y, U, Th), naFttite et un pyroxBne and pumice fragments, now devitrified. Small scat-
fassaitiquericheenNaetFesontlesminerauxpi6g€scom- tered greenish ienoliths are pres'med to represent
3111s. Les fortel.concengations en Al, F, Rb et Th, et les ,.."fri Jti..A U*ati" maierial.faiblcconcentrationsenBaetSr,fontpenserquelesroches -; - '  '  

;,.. ; ... ..
de rrarvey auraient un lien avec la rhyolites e topaze (riches , 

The melt inclusions are tbund in most of txe quaxtz

en D et ies ongonites. phenocrysts of the porphyry. This study deals with
results from samples 2 and. 13 (Fig. 1; Payette &

Mots-clds: Carbonifbre, rhyolite, inclusions vitreuses, bri- Martin 1986), which were subjected to a detailed in-
tholite, .magnetite, pyroxdne fassartique, rhyolite d vestigation. The inclusions are relatively abundant;
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up to 35 were noted in a thick sestion (-200 pm)
of a single phenocryst. They are usually randomly
dis6ributed about the crystal. In a few crystals the
inclusions define growth zones about the c axis. Their
shape varies from spherical to bipyramidal. They
range in size from one to 275 pm, but in most cases
are on the order of 10 to 50 pm across. The majori-
ty of the largest inclusions are devitrified and con-
sequently have become opaque, owing either to in-
ternal crystallization or to hydrothermally induced
devitrification as a consequence of cracks developed
in the host phenocryst. The phenomena have been
described in studies by Clocchiatti (1975),

Takenouchi & Imai (1975), Roedder (1979) and
Petrov & Marchev (1981).

The inclusions can be assigned to one of five
groups on the basis of the phases observed: l) single-
phase transparent glass (Fig. 2A),2) glass + bub-
ble (Fig. 2B), 3) elass + bubble + daughter minerals
@ig. 2C), 4) glass + bubble + trapped minerals
(Fig. 2D) and 5) devitrified glass (Frg. 2E).

All types of inclusions are common, with the
exception of type l, which is rare. Upon cooling of
the melt phase, a contraction bubble commonly
forms since the thermal contraction of the melt
exceeds that of the enclosing crystal (Clocchiatti

Ftc. I' Location map of the Harvey volcanic suite [2: York Mills unit, 3: Cherry HiIl unit (A: volcanogenic sedimenrs,
Bl ash-flow tuff, C: quartz-feldspar porphyry, D: ash-fall tuff)]. 4: Harvey Mountain unit. The contacts berween
the units are dotted; the faults are dashed. *: Sample location (2, located beside Harvey Lake, and 13, located
near Harvey Mountain), (Modified aftcr Beaudin et al. 1980).
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Ftc. 2. Types of melt inclusions. A. single phase, tran$parent glass (scale bar N pm). B. Glass + bubble (scale bar
35 pm). C. Glass + bubble + daughter minerals (scale bar 30 pm). D. Glass + bubble + trapped minerals (pyrox-
ene; scale bar 40 pm), E. Devitrified glass inclusion (black) with a smaller inclusion containing a trapped acicular
minsl6l (scale bar 40 pm). F. Melt inclusions with a negative crystal-shape. The acicular mineral below tie fibrous
minerals inside the inclusions is unidentified (scale bar 75 pm).

1975). In the case of a melt undersaturated in water
at the time of trapping, ai;d thus characterized by
a low vapor-pressure, the bubble in fact may essen-
tiaily be under a vacuum @oedder 1979). The size
of the bubble provides an indication of the degree
of shrinkage that occurred in the inclusion follow-
ing entrapment and before solidification. If the
volume of the bubble V6 is large relative to the
volume of the cavity V" for the collestion of inclu-

sions, a vapor phase may have been trapped along
with the melt. The relative volume of the bubble may
also be increased through the growth of daughter
phases within the inclusion @oedder 1979) and
through the deposition of SiO2 oo 15s lilalls (Ander-
son 1973, Clocchiatti 1975). The volume Vo
observed in this study is approximately l0 to l59o
of the volume of the cavity.

The presence of a contraction bubble or of
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Frc. 3. Platelets of quartz on the walls of the inclusion.
This type of epitactic deposition is unusual; the quartz
is usually added as a continuous layer on the wall. The
long fibre to the ri€ht is unidentified. The cavity is still
partly filled with glass (G). Q: quartz host-crystal.

daughter minerals is largely a function of the cool-
ing rate, the vissosity of the melt, and the overall
size of the inclusion (Clocchiatti 1975, Takenouchi
& Imai 1975, Roedder 1979). The nucleation and

TABTI l. CHEIIICAL Col'lPQITIotl 0F THE TRAPPED I'INEMLS

brlth brith
21.46 20.96

r .o  o.  zs
0 .14  0 .14

' t8.70' t7.47

5.91 4.14
14.97 17.52
2.23 1.74
8.13 6.82
l .4o 1.21
7.77 7.53
3.42 3.55
0.08 0.?9
4.43 4.88
0.49 0.74
3.17 3.48
2.12 2.55
l .5 l  ' t .52
0.17 0.54
0.77 0.89
0 .15  0 .13
1 .66  1 .95
0.45 0.59
5.79 4.82

0=F 2.43 2.02
103.49 102.19

growth of daughter phases are restricted to a rela-
tively narrow range of temperature (7ffi-80'C is the
optimum range: Clocchiatti 1975, Roedder lW9) and
are favored in large inclusions. A slow rate of cool-
ing is probably the main factor favoring the appear-
ance of a contraction bubble and daughter crystals.

Following entrapment, quartz may deposit on the
walls of the inclusion (Fig. 3), if temperature and
seoling rate are favorable (Clocchiatti et al. 1978,
Roedder 1979, Naumov et al. 1984, Clocchiatti &
Massare 1985). Through this process of anisotropic
growth (or, in some cases, perhaps through dissolu-
tion), the cavity gradually evolves from an initial
rouqd shape to that of a negative crystal (Fig. 2F;
Clocchiatti 1975, Vincent 1982). The initial outline
of the cavity (Fig. 3) cau sometimes be traced by a
diffuse contact between the original wall and the
overgrowth or by d tlapped or daughter gtne3l
partly embedded in the new growth and abutting
against the original host-crystal (Clocchiatti 1975'
Roedder 1979, Laridhi 1981).

Most of the inclusions of the Harvey porphyry dis-
play a euhedral shape; some have reached the
negative-crystal stage (Fig. 2F). Rare examples have
reached a further stage, such that the faces of the
negative crystal are now slightly concave, a habit
characteristic of very slowly cooled systems (Cloc-
chiatti 1975).

MrNnnem OsssnvED IN THE lNclusrols

Most of the melt inclusions contain l) trapped-
crystals, that were fully grown when enclosed in the
host phenocryst, arrd 2) daughter minerals, that
nucleated upon cooling once the melt was trapped
in the inclusion (Clocchiatti 1975, Roedder 1979).
The daughter minerals occur as fibres' which'com-
monly radiate from a point-source, generally con-
sisting of an opaque speck on the wall of the bubble
(Frg. 4A). In contrast, the trapped mine14ls, lypi-
cally perfectly euhdral, display sharp edga and well-
developed faces @igs. 4B,C,D).

Three types of trapped minerals were identified:
magnetite, clinopyroxene and britholite. The
clinopyroxene occurs as elongate, bright green to yel-
lowish green to yellowish brown prisms; these meas-
ure up to 60 pm in leneth (Fig. 4B). Their composi-
tion is intermediate between hedenbergite and
fassaite, and corresponds closely to a sodic ferroan
fassaite: (Caq.3-6.eNa6.z-o.,XFe2* o.s-o.rFe' 

* 
o.r-0.,

Mgo-o.rAlo+.r)(Sir.7-r.eAl0i-0.)O5; 3.6 to 6.8 wt. Vo
Arbr, t.i lo Z.O wt"Vo Na2O (Table l; Deer et al.
l97S; l9S0). Most of the pyroxene compositions
Clable 1) yield low totals of 97 to 9890, which may
be due to the presence of elements not determined,
such as Li and Y. The values of the ratio 100
Mgl@g + total iron) recorded in the pyroxene
rauge from 4 to 20, which is a reflection of the highly

maq maq
1.04 1.78
0.82 0.16
0.72 0.66

88.18 89.77
0.51 0.44
0.00 0.01
0 .12  0 .14
0.08 0.33
0.06 0.29
0.00 0.03

91.53 93.61

)1

TI
AI
Fe3+
Fe2+
ltl
MS
Ca
l{a
K
P

0

sl02 u
Tl02

fl6o'
Mn0
l4s0

Na20
Kzo
Pzos
Yzoa
1a203
Cezos
P1203
!1d203
Sutz0g
Eu"0.r
cd;0;
Tbz0s
Dyzog
Ho203r
E120g*
Tn20s*
Yb203*
Luz0s*
ThOz
u0z
F

fas fas fas fas
45.13 41.85 43.74 41.95
0.82 0.84 0. l l  0.16
4.37 6.78 4.95 5.30

22.7't ?5.8't 25.'t5 27,73
- 0.96 1.29 ' t .8

3.31 0.68 2.26 0.60
20.e6 t8.58 20.06 17.77
1 .09  1 .44  1 .57  1 .98
0.07 0.36 0.05 0.06
0.00 0.04 0.06 0.00

97.76 97.U 99.24 96.8:t

Cation proDortions
'1.&t0 1.734 1.7f f i  1.742
0.025 0.026 0.003 0.005
0.209 0.331 0.234 0.259
0.166 0.264 0.359 0.406
0.605 0.629 0.474 0.557
0.000 0.034 0.0't4 0.045
0.200 0.042 0. r35 0.037
0.880 0.824 0.862 0.790
0.086 0. I16 0.122 0. '159
0.004 0.019 0.003 0.003
0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000
6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000

Erlth: brlthollta, nagr oagnetite, fas: Na-rlch ferrcan fas-
saltlc pyrorone. The high totals for britholite ar€ due to
uncor€cted overlap of the rar+-earth peaks (see text). 

'Ihe

flrst colmm glves an average of bro data-sets. 'Ihe 
low

totals for pyroxene are probably due to the presence of ele-
nents not determlned (such as Ll and trace elmnts). r Con-
entratlons uncorrected for over'lap with other REE (Roeder
1985)t the actual values nay be slgnlflcsntly lorer. Eu, Ho,
Tm ald Lu are probably closs to 0.
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evolyed nature of the melt. The ratio (Na + K)/Al
varies from 0.36 and 0.88, which illustrates the
aluminous nature of this pyroxene.

A colorless, prismatic, hexagonal, 60-pm-long
rare-earth-rich silicate-phosphate has been found
and tentatively identified as britlotte, which has the
idealized formula (Ce,Y)3Ca2(Si,P)3O12(OH'F)
(Vasil'eva 1978, Fleischer 1980, Nekrasova &
Nekrasov 1980; Table l). Britholite has an apatite-
type structure (Ito 1968, Griffin et al. lV79) and
varies significantly in composition, which has led to
the introdugtion of a complex scheme of classifica-
tion. The variant identified in this study conesponds
best to Y-britholite (Kupriyanova & Sidorenko 1963)'
of intermediate composition between lessingite (Ce-
rich end-member) and abukumalite (Y-rich member;
Nekrasova & Nekrasov 1980). The britholite crys-
tals contain a minimum of 48 to 50 wt.9o of the rare-
earth elements expressed as oxides, Y, U and Th' but
none (or only traces) of Al, Na, K, Sr, Zr and Cl;
they are extremely enriched in F. Ion-microprobe
data indicate the presence of Li in very small con-
centrations. In view of the very small size of the crys-

TnSLE 2. CHEI,UCAL C0I'IP0SITI0N 0F THE GLASS AND C0I'1PARI50N t{tlH
BIJLK ROCK, IOPAZ RHYOLITE AI{O ONMTI1E

E '

rc.0 zrJ
0.6

13 .0  16 .0
i . 0  0 .1
-  0 .5

0.06 0.2
0.08 0.1
0.6 0.5
4 .0  5 .9
4 .8  3 .5
-  0 .1

0.3 2.0

-  1 . 0
total 97.6 97.8 100.2
A/CNK t . lz  1.  l t  1.34

99.8 100.4 100.9
l . l 9  1 . 0 6  t . l 5

49.08 32.91
20.51 33.80
26.85 28.32

tals, only the 60-pm prisms were analyzed from
polished sections; for some elements, the rare-earth
concentrations reported in Table I are uncorrected
for overlap with other kEE; in thoso cases, the actual
concentrations may be sipificantly lower. Hydroryl
groups may be present, but only in small amounts
owing to the extreme enrichment in F. Most com-
positions of britholite reported contain up to 2 or
2.5V0 F (Vlasov 1966, Bailey 1977, Grjffin et al.
1979). The Harvgy britholite contains 3.5 to 7.54/o
F, thereby reflecting a strong degree of F enrichment
of the melt. Britholite ftay also be present in the form
of small green needles, identified on the basis of the
presence of Y and rare-earth peaks in the SEM X-
ray spectrum. It has also been observed as thin brown
rod-like hexagonal fibres associated with a Ca-rich
silicate nucleus (Fig. aC) and with small Si-Fe-rich
deposits (not identified) along the fibres.

Other trapped minqal phases were observed but
remain unidentified: euhedral colorless (bipyrami-
dal?) srystals, round opaque grains, green needles
and various dendritic and coil-like forms (Fig. 4D).

The following assemblages were commonly en-
countered: l) Clinopyroxene and magnetite, com-
monly with green needles (britholite?) (Fig. aB). 2)
Magnetite and unidentified colorless bipyramidal
crystals, commonly occurring with colorless to green
needles. 3) Stubby prisms of britholite (60 pm),
usually found as solid inclusions in quartz, with lit-
tle or no associated glass. Their habit differs from
that of the radiating fibres (Fig. 4C) within glass-
bearing inclusions.-This difference in crystal habit
suggests that britholite crystallized at more than one
stage in the magma prior to trapping. Assemblages
I and 3 (radiating fibres) may oscur in the same
quartz phenocryst, but not in the same inclusion.

The daughter minerals are long, acicular, brown
fibres without crystalline faces @ig. 4A). They are
less common than the trapped minslals' and their
amount varies from inclusion to inclusion. The
daughter mine13l5 were not analyzed by electron
microprobe owing to their small size, but were found
to contain Si, Al, Na, K and Fe using by an EDS
system attached to the SEM (see Appendix); they
may be arnphibole (R. Clocchiatti, pers. comm').

THERMoTT{ETRY

Theoretically, the homogenization temperature
T6, the minimum temperature at which all consti
tuents (glass, crystals and gas bubble) become one
phase, should be nearly identical to the temperature
of trapping and, thus, of formation of the host
mineral (Roedder 199). Daughter phases should dis-
solve before complete homogenization, and the
trapped minerals afterTo is reached.

L 2 ! g
st02 g 7l.l 71.4 79.5 80.0
Tt02 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.08
Alzos 14.7 14.9 t0.8 10.6
Fe20s 1.5 1.3
Feo 0.6 0.4
lho 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02
l'fso 0.01 0.01 0.2 0.02
Cao 0.5 0.3 0. ,3 0.1
Na20 3.5 3.6 1.5 2.4
KzO 6.4 6.7 4.9 4.5
Pz0s 0.0I 0.01 0.01 0.01
F 0,5* 0.2 '
cI 0.23* 0.2*
1 .0 .  I .  t . 4  0 .8

Qta
Ab
O"

25.49 24.50 51.73
30.57 31.28 12.85
39.03 40.65 29.31

22.03
51.04
2' t .14
94

I. Average of 30 conposltlons of the glass lncluded ln quartz phe.
nocrVsts contalning no trapped or daughter mlnerals, but only a
contraction bubble (typtsz lncluslon). Samples 2 and t3 (FiS. l).
Total lron erpressed as Feo.
2, Average of 67 conposltions of the glass lncluded ln quartz phs.
nocrysts mntalnlng trapped and daughter mlnerals (relt {ncluslons
of typs 3 and 4). Smples 2 and 13 (Flg. l). A'l l  concentrailons
uere obtalned by electmn-mlcrcpmb€ analysls: total lron erpres-
sed as Feo.
3, 4. Average bulk-rlck ch€mical conposltlon of the dev,ltrlfled
quar+z-feldspar. porphyry, smpled. at trc differqt locat{ons (Flg.
l): 2 (colm 3) and 13 (colunu 4). obtained by l-ray fluorescen-
ce. 1.0.I. loss on lgnltlon. Total ircn expressed as Fec0e.
5. Av€rage coupositidn of glassy topaz rhyolite (bulk roc[)-frcn
the Hestern United States (Chrlstiansen et at. 1083). Totil lmn
expressed as Fer0a.
6.. Average comp6sltlon. of crystal I I ne (devl trlf I ed ) ongonlte
(Kovalenko at al,. 1971).
i Average fluorine content of the glass in the lnclusions. The F
content ls varlable, and attalns 2 vt.% ln the lrclusions devold
of trapped and daughter nlnerals (rt.a., type Z). -: not deter-
nl ned.
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The inclusions were initially heated to 550oC for
one hour (see Appendix), and then kept 30 minutes
to equilibrate at every additional 50"C st€p. Heating-
stage studies indicate that melting begins between 700
and 750"C (indicating a low volatile content: R.
Clocchiatti, pers. comm.); small bubbles start
appearing, but these do not coalesce or redissolve
upon cooling. The melt does not homogenize, even
at temperatures above 1000'C; this may be due to
leakage of the melt through small fractures in tle
host phenocryst (R. Clocchiatti 1975, pers. soulm.,
Takenouchi & Imai 1975). Upon heating, some of
the mineral phases dissolved, the first ones being the
fibres of daughter mineral(s) (Fig.  A) at -900oC.
However, the opaque speck to which they were
"attached" rem4ins intast, and most of the trapped
minerals are still not dissolved at - I150'C. Studies
over a long time-span or at ahigher temperature were
not carried out, largely because of the kinetic
problems expected in working with such high-
viscosity compositions.

ColposrnoN oF THE GLAss

The composition of the glass phase was determined
by electron-microprobe analysis (see Appendix). The
average composition (on the basis of 97 analyses) is
SiO2 71.3, TiO2 0.04, Al2O3 14.8, MgO 0.01, FeO
0.4, MnO 0.03, CaO 0.4, Na2O 3.6, K2O 6.5, P2Oj
0.01, Cl 0.2-0.590 and variable F contents, tatal n,l
wt.9o (fable 2). fi1s lange of compositions observed
is as follows; SiO2: 67 to 74t/d, TiO2: 0 to 0.llgo,
Al2O3: 13 to l6t/o , MgO: 0 to 0.068/0, FeO: 0. I I to
l.l0t/0, MnO: 0 to 0.0890, CaO: 0.1 to 0.890,
Na2O: 2.5 to 4.5t/0, KrO: 5 to 7.80/0, PrOr: 0 to
0.07V0. The totals range from 91.96 to 100.55q0, nor
including F. The glass seems 1e !s inhemsgeneous
relative to F, as very different conc€ntrations (0 to
l.97Vo) were obtained on various inclusions (see
Clocchiatti & Nativel 1984). The Cl content is cons-
tant, at 0.15 to 0.25, and averages 0.21 wt.9o, with
a few values attaining 0.30 wt.Vo. Totals below 99
to 10090 (97.8V0,97.6t/o, Table 2) are taken to reflect

QZ

AB OR
FrG. 5. Composition of the glass in terms of normative quartz, albite and orthoclase

(fable 2) superposed on the experimentally determined curves with l, 2 and 4Vo
F and the cotectic in the water-saturated haplogranite system at I kbar (after Luth
1976, Manning 1981). m: minimum in the fluorine-bearing system; A: minimum
in the fluorine-free system.
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ttre presence of dissolved volatiles, largely water
(Anderson 1973, Sommer 1977, Chugteau et al.
1980, Laridhi 1981, Beddoe-Stephens et al. 1983),
F and Cl (Naumov et al. 1984, Clocchiatti & Nativel
1984). The average content of dissolved volatiles is
thus about 2 to 3s/0. The trace-element concentra-
tions could not be determined. The peraluminous
character of the glass is indicated by the A,/CNK
ratio, which varies from 1.0 to 1.4 (average 1.1), and
is consistent with the prsence of a fassaitic pyrox-
ene. Except for the fluorine content, the composi-
tionsbf eil,ass in columns I and 2 are remarkably simi-
lar, and quite different from the bulk rock
(compositions 3,4), which presumably should have
a somposition similar to the melt trapped in the
quartz phenocrysts (see also Payette & Martin 1980.
We contend that the viscosity of such an evolved melt
is so great that any phenocrysts in thebulk rock crys-
tallized in situ. The Harvey magma shows a stroug
affinity to ongonite and topaz rhyolite (compositions
5 and 6, Table 2), except that it is distinctly potas-
sic. This is best illustrated in a triangular plot of nor-
mative q\artz, albite and orthoclase (Fig. 5), on
which are superposed the compositions of the glass
listed in Table 2 (columns I and 2).

DISCUSSION

Minerals observed in the inclusions

Britholite has never been described as a liquidus
phase in rhyolitic magmas. Rather it typically is an
accessory phase in alkaline rocks, related peg@atites
and metasomatic rocks, albitites and nepheline
syenites. It has been reported, for example, in car-
bonatite (Oka, Quebec: Hughson & Sen Gupta 1964),
in hydrothermal veins in peralkaline felsic complexes
(Mount Frindle, Alaska; Mountain Pass, California:
Mariano l98l) and peepatites lBaikal area, USSR:
Glushchenko & Li (196O; Reiarsdal, Vest-Agder,
Norway; Griffnet sl. (L979)l,Its presence is gener-
ally considered to reflect formation under conditions
of sodium metasomatism, \,rith the participation of
fluorine (Yasil'eva 1978, Vasil'eva & Tsepin 1980);
this is corroborated by its paragenetic association
with fluorite in areas affected by high-temperature
hydrothermal solutions (Kodova & Gurvich 1979'
Mariano 1981). The Harvey example shows that this
rare-earth-rich pbase has a field of stability that
extends to magmatic temperatures. Furthermore, it
can occur in a potassic environment and is widently
not restricted to peralkaline media. As the Harvey
britholite does not contain much Na, K and Al, and
as it is enriched in calcium, similar to several pub-
lished compositions (Vlasov 1966, Glushchenko &
Li1966, Yrublevskii et al. 1984), its role as a liqui-
dus phase could perhaps be expected in peralkaline
as well as peraluminous systems.

The variety yttrobritholite, which typically con-
tains between 37 and 47Vo Y2O3 + DYzOs * Ce2O3,
occurs in alkali granite pegmatites with fluorite,
magnetite and zircon (Vlasov 196O; there' as at Har-
vey, it may reflect enrichment of the environment
in the heaw rare-earths. It could perhaps be expected
in topaz rhyolites, which also display an enrichnent
in Y and the heavy rare-earths (Christiansen e/ a/.
le84).

The presence of magnetite trapped in melt inclu-
sions has been reported in plagioclase phenocrysts
in andesite (Clocchiatti 1975, Babanskiy et al. 1980)
and as a daughter minel4l in inclusions in quartz
phenocrysts in ongorhyolite,.along with biotite, K-
feldspar, albite, fluorite and quartz (Naumov e/ a/.
1984). As in the case of andesite, its appearance on
the liquidus of tle Harvey rhyolite presumably indi-
cates a relatively high fugacity of oxygen.

It should be noted that britholite, fassaitic sodium-
bearing iron-rich pyroxcne and magnetite were not
found as microphenocrysts in the bulk rock @ayette
& Martin l98O; the samples are strongly oxidized,
hematite-bearing, and generally devoid of primary
assemblagc except for the quartz phenocrysts. These
phases were presumably destroyed and the feldspar
phenocrysts modified as ths rock cooled and
recrystallized in the presence of water.

Thermometry

The aim of heating-stage studies is l) to determine
the possible trapping temperature of the melt, 2) to
distineuish daughter (subliquidus) from trapped
mineral phases Qiquidus phases) and 3) to establish
their sequence of crystatlization, indicated by their
dissolution temperature. This approach assunles that
the temperature of disappearance of the trapped
minerals upon reheating should be representative of
the temperature at which they had initia[y crystal-
lized on cooling, at equilibrium (Roedder 1979). ln
similar studies, Gigashvili (1969)' in Bailey (1977)
reported a melting temperature of 700'C for solid
inclusions in quartz from a pegmatite; he identified
mica, albite, topaz, lepidolite and alunite(?) coex-
isting with a vapor phase (15-25 vol. Vo); most of
these trapped phases had melted by 960'C. Naumov
et al. (1971) reported melting of the glass phase in
melt inclusions from topaz phenocrysts from
ongonites at 550 to 600oC. The inclusions
homogenized in the interval 920-1020"C. Upon heat-
ing, 4 few bubbles appeared, and upon sesling,
remained in fixed positions. Naumov et al. (1984)
reported temperatures of homogenization of
760-830'C for melt inclusions from quartz
phenocrysts from ongorhyolites. Experimental
studies on the granite-H2o-F system suggest mini-
mum melting temperatures of 690-730"C for a
water-saturated melt containing 2Vo F at I kbar
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(lllanning 1981). Equilibration temperatures calcu-
lated from two-feldspar and Fe-Ti oxide geother-
mometry for topaz rhyolites range from 600 to 850oC
(Christiansen et al. 1983,1984). In studies of rhyo-
lites and porphyries, Clocchiatti (1975) obtained a
T6 lower than 850-900oC for volatile-rich inclu-
sions, and T6 from 9fr) to 1200"C for volatile-poor
melts, similar to the results of Takenouchi & Imai
(1975) for rhyolites from Japan; they also reported
inclusions in which T6 was not reached by 1200'C;
they attributed this result to the escape of volatiles
in cracks in the host phenocryst. The temperature
of initiation of melting reported here for the melt
inclusions in the Harvey rocks (700-750oC) cor-
responds well with experimental results obtained
both on synthetic and natural melts; Th for the Har-
vey rocks should therefore be expected to be lower
than 1100-ll50oc. Th was not reached, probably
owing to the very high viscosity of the melt, preclud-
ing coalescence of the bubbles, extensive SiO2 crys-
tallization on the walls, an inclusion size too large,
insufficient time for equilibration (see Appendix),
or most likely, leakage of the melt into small frac-
tures in the host phenocryst, (re)opened at the time
of the cu-B quartz transition.

Differmces in composition between the bulk rock
and the glass

The compositions of the included glass and the
bulk rock are compared in Table 2 and Figure 6. The
glass shows higher concentrations of Al, Na and K
than in the bulk rock and less Si and Fe. The high
variability in the composition of the glass is typical
of old glasses (R. Clocchiatti, pers. cornm.). The
minel sle6ea15 Ti, Mg, Mn, Caand P show similar
low concentrations, which are indicative sf s highly
evolved rhyolite Miller & Mittlefehldt 1984). The
F and Cl contents are most probably larger in the
glass than in the bulk rock. This is as expected from
the findings of Noble et al. (1967), who have
documented a cotnmon loss of halogens (up to
-5090 loss of F and 8090 of Cl) upon devitrifica-
tion of similar silicic welded tuffs.

The amount of volatiles modifies the concentra-
tions of all elements by "dilution", a fact also
reported by Naumov et al. (1984). The melt inclu-
sions devoid of minelnl pfuases tend to have a higher
volatile (HtO) content, although this difference
tends to disappear when F and Cl are taken into
account. The difference may indicate the presence
of a zonation(?) in the magma chamber, with the
upper level richer in volatiles and the lower level,
richer in smatl crystats (such as the trapped minerals).

Comparison with topaz rhyolite

A comparison of the Harvey rhyotte Oulk rock

5, and glass 6 in Fig. 6) to other types of rhyolite
(calcalkaline 1, peralkaline 2, ongonite 3 and topaz
rhyolite 4) emphasizes i1s similarity wiltr topaz rhyo-
lite and ongonite (Iable 2). A slightly aluminous
character in both the glass and bulk rock, high con-
centrations in F, Rb, U and Th, and very low con-
centrations in Ba and Sr are characteristic of F-rich
(topaz) rhyolits, ongonites and ongorhyolitc (Chds-
tiansen et al. 1983,1984, Naumov et al. 1984). The
Al2O3 content (1590) of the Harvey magma (glass)
is sligntty l'iet'er than the average content for topaz
rhyolites (1390; Christiansen el a/. 1983), but
Kovalenko et al. (L971), Herrera et al. (1984) a\d
Kofiak et al. (1984) reported values similar to those
of Harvey (Iable 2) (except for their Na/K ratio,
which is characteristically gtreater than l, opposite
to that at Harvey). The F/Cl ratio of the glass at Har-
vey is variable, from < I to -6,7. Christiansen e/
a/- (1983) emphasized that the FlCl ratio should
exceed 3 for topaz rhyolite, but this ratio is -2-3

in ongorhyolites (Naumov et al. 1984; a value below
3 is iypical of peralkaline rhyolites). A low F/Cl
value in the Harvey rocks (usually close to 3) could
perhaps account for the apparent absence oftopaz.
On the other hand, the variability of the F content
in the glass may be due to the local formation of
high-temperature F-rich minerals such as britholite.

In the Qtz-Ab-Or diagram (Fig. 5), the composi-
tion of the Harvey glass is displaced toward the Or
apex, away from the minimum in the Qtz-Ab-Or-
H2O systems at I kbar (A). As the specimen con-
tain quartz and a K'ich feldspar as phenocryst
phases, the trapped melt must plot close to the cotec-
iic. However, for the cotectic to pass through the
melt compositions, the prinary field of quartz must
be considerably expanded with respect to the situa-
tion in the haplogranite system at a P(H2O) of I
kilobar. An increase in water pressure to 2 kbar may
be a step in the right direction, but cannot explain
the anomaly.

\{anning (1981) has shown that the addition of
fluorine to the haplogranite system does lead to a
marked expansion of the field of primary crystalli-
zation of quartz. On Figure 5, the cotectic curves for
the cases of t, Z arrd 4o/o F are also shown (rnini-
mum, m). The addition of fluorine has the effect of
lowering the solidus (see also Luth 1976'Batley 1977,
WyUie iSZS) and shifting the location of the mini-
mum toward the Ab apex. Minor elements such as
Li, B and Cl may also affect the location of the cotec-
tic relevant to the Harvey samples. The data points
cluster around the cotectic curves for 2 atd 4t/o F,
in accordance with the measured fluorine content of
the glass (up to 290).

The melt continued to crystallize quartz on the

walls of the inclusion (Fig. 3), whose shape evolved
orosressivelv to that of a negative crystal' How much
bf tiis tater erowth took place is generally not clear,
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so that it is difficult to correct the composition of
the melt and its co-ordinates in Figure 5. One possi-
ble test in future studies will be to attempt much
longer heating experiments, to allow the new wall-
material to redissolve into the melt. A microprobe
determinatin of the composition of the quenched
melt after such an experiment will presumably pro-
vide a more accurate composition of the melt- At
tlis point, however, we can only state our opinion
that such a correction will be mine1, and tlrat the
influence of fluorine will still be necessary to explain
the expanded primary field of ql:nlrtz,

Whatever the correction to the silica content of
the melt, tlere is no reason to correst its measured
K,/Na ratio (if no volatile loss ocsurred), which
would not change as a result of deposition of silica
on the walls. There may be parts of the ignimbritic
system at Harvey that contain melt inclusions closer
fs f[e minimum composition in terms of K./Na ratio.
These remain to be discovered.

In the absence of isotopic data for the Harvey
rocks, we tentatively assign tle generation of a potas-
sic, peraluminous, granitic liquid to the anatexis of
9lltinental crust containing metapelitic rosks. The
Feat source for this anatectic reaction could be
provided by mantlederived basalts that intruded the
area in the incipient stages of rifting that led to the
formation of the Central Carboniferous basin in New
Brunswick.
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APPENDIX

Sample preparation

For microprobe, heating-stage and SEM studies, sam-
ples were selected from doubly polished sections (150-250
pm in thickness). For the SEM study, the procedure fol-
lowed is modified after that of Vincent (1982). The most
representative samples of the mineral phases observed in
the melt inclusions were chosen. The samples selected were
polished until the desired section of the maennatic inclu-
sion showed on the surface ofthe small polished slab. The
inclusions were analyzed at this point, before any further
treatment. They were then etched with HF (5G-5590) vapor
for a few seconds to a few minutes, depenrling on the thick-
neq of the inclusion and the 4mount of glass that had to
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be dissolved. A thin filrn of carbon was then evaporated
onto the surface of each sample.

The main advantages of tiis method are l) the possibil-
ity of selecting the inclusion and mineral phase to be
examined and 2) the ability to insure that no mineral phases
are lost upon opening and polishing of the inclusion; they
may, unfortunately, be dissolved by HF, sometimes as fast
as the enclosing glass phase.

Scanning-electron microscopy

The scanning-electron microscope (SEM) part of a
scanning-transmission electron microscope JEOL 100 CX
TEMSCAN was used in conjunction with an energy-
dispersion system (EDS) PGT System 4 in order to iden-
tify the major elements present in minslal phases fse s6all
to be analyzed by electron microprobe, The three-
dimensional imagrng capabilities of the SEM allow the
observation of deep-seated minerals within the inclusion
cavity. The main advantages of an EDS is that a complete
X-ray spectrum of all elements with an atomic number of
ll or greater is obtained from a single point on a sample
(White et al. 1980). The disadvantages are l) its poor reso-
lution ofenergy, i.a, overlapping ofpeaks ofinterest (e.9.,
Ce, Nd) (Whrte et ol. 1980, Roeder 1985) and, 2) mainly,
its inability to provide dhect quantitative analysis.

The analytical conditions used were an accelerating vol-
tage of 80.kV and a current of 80 nA with a beam size of
l@-150 A in diameter. The magnification ranged from
lox  to  50  mox.

A number of analytical problems were encounterd rvith
this method. To be detected, an element normally must have
a concentration gxeater than 590 or an atomic number
Ereat€r than ll; however, in some instances, Fe was detected
at a concentration lower than lt/o (e.g., in the rhyolitic elass,
and also in britholite). Moreover, the tilt angle of the speci-
men influences the number of counts obtained. If the
mineral is located deep within a cavity, the X-rays produced
may rebound within the cavity and may not be recorded
by the detector.

Electron microprobe

The electron microprobe was used in order to obtain pre-
cise compositions of the glass phase and of the larger grains
of included mineral phases; howwer, the size of the trap@
and daugbter-nineral phases sets limits on its applicabil-
ity. An accelerating voltage of 15 kV, a current of 8 nA,
a beam diameter of 5 pm and a counting time of l0 seconds
were chosen to avoid volatilization of the alkalis; for all
other elements, a counting time of 20 seconds was used.

There are problems associated with an analysis by elec-
tron microprobe. Firstly, the size of inclusion or its depth
(if the inclusion is thin) may lead to an overlap with the
host crystal, thus giving an intermediate composition.
Reported compositions of glass are thus from the central
portion of large inclusions, in order to avoid any overlap
with the host crystal and any compositional gradient pos-
sibly caused by SiO2 deposition on the walls. Also, for the
mineral phases, there may be overlap with the enclosing
glass; for a clinopyroxeoe, this would increase Si, Al, Na,
K and decrease Fe, Mg, Mn, Ca. An analysis of very thin
crystals (a few pm thick) would have the same drawbacks;
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in addition, there may,be a thin film of glass partly cover-
ing the trapped crystal. Finally, tle common association
of clinopyroxene and magnetite enhances the possibility of
overlap.

Heating stage

The heating stage used *'as a Leitz Heating Stage 1350'C
coupled witi a Pt - Pt l09o Rh thermocouple and water
cooling system. The stage was calibrated against the melt-
ing points of pure substances and compounds such as
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K2Cr2O1 (398"C), AE QO" C) and Au (1063 " C). The sam-
ples were initially kept at 550'C for I hour, and for 30
minutes at every additional 50oC step.

The homogenization teinperature Th may be higher rhan
the actual temp€rature of trapping, possibly by up to 100"C
(Roedder 199). Hiehly viscous melts, high content of water
in the glass, tlrermal gradients in ttre stage, inadequate time
for equilibration and loss of hydrogen (Sobolev & Kostyuk
1975) or water from the melt may all contribute to this bias
(Roedder 1979). The use of small inclusions eliminates most
of these problems.


